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Introduction
Life Cycle has been encouraging people to cycle for over 15 years, and one of major reasons
that many people cite for not being able to cycle is lack of secure storage for a bike.
A 2012 RAC report showed 80% of UK households now live in transport poverty (defined as
spending more than 10% of disposable income on transport). Cycling offers a low-cost,
healthy and widely accessible alternative to car or expensive public transport for short
journeys, enabling people easily to access local jobs and services. Rented accommodation
providers, by imposing barriers to cycling, are adding to tenants’ cost of living and reducing
their mobility in finding work.
In July 2012 Life Cycle undertook a quick survey to find out more about issues surrounding
cycle storage. 78 individuals participated in the online survey. We found:





over half of respondents had nowhere dedicated to keep a bicycle where they lived
one third said accommodation restrictions (past or present) had put them off owning a
bike
60% said they had been put off renting accommodation due to lack of cycle storage
one third reported that they or someone else had had a bike stolen from where they
live.

We were told about landlords who disallowed cycles altogether inside the premises;
landlords who prohibited cycles from being kept inside self-contained flats; landlords who
would not allow cycles to be left in hallways. These attitudes and restrictions, by deterring
bike use even amongst the most committed cycling tenants, greatly add to the difficulties
people face, and discriminate against those who are trying to live sustainably. Only a few
respondents reported a positive and welcoming attitude by their landlord to them as cyclists.
Purpose of this Guide
This Guide is made up of a series of PDF documents which offer information on a number of
practical solutions parking bikes in domestic properties.
Through this guide we aim to demontrate to landlords, tenants and homeowners too, that
there are many low-cost and secure ways of parking bikes. We hope that by helping people
install accessible, convenient cycle parking, bikes will be used regularly rather than stored
away . . . and thus increase the number of journeys people make by bike in Bristol.

Using the Guide
We suggest everyone starts by reading Guides 1 -4. These will help you decide what type of
parking you need and where to locate it. The remaining guides describe different parking
solutions, which relate to specific locations.
The phrase ‘grab-factor’ is used a lot in the text – the meaning is: the ability for a bicycle user
to grab their bike for use in a quick, easy, and stress-free way.
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We have used an ‘at-a-glance’ grading system to allow you to quickly assess the attributes of
various solutions – here below is what the tick system shows:

 
  
   

Poor
Satisfactory
Good
Excellent.

So, for example, a perfect score would look like this:
Price range

   

Grab-factor

   

Security

   

Opinions and gradings (such as the tick table) are subjective, and different views may also
be valid.
Prices quoted in this report were right when the research was carried out; so please check
the price for yourself in case it has changed in the meantime.
All solutions suggested or recommended are subject, of course, to the house-owner giving
their permission – perhaps within the terms of any contract which might be in effect.
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So you want somewhere secure to park your bike?
This section provides you with a general introduction to some of the problems you may
encounter and an overview of Health and Safety regulations.

Common general problems:





Manoeuvring bikes up steps and through
narrow spaces of a small house can be
awkward, and therefore demanding on
muscles.
Pedals and handlebars can knock into and
damage walls etc.
Grime and dirt from bikes can spoil floors and
walls.
If not put put away appropriately, they can block
halls, corridors, doorways, and other
thoroughfares (see section below on fire safety
regulations).

Health and safety:
According to Bristol City Council, many landlords
do not allow bikes due to the fire safety risk.
Landlords may use health and safety as an excuse
for not allowing bicycles in their property. They may quote The Landlord and Tenant Act
1985 1. . .which says:




“Your landlord must keep the property you live in safe and free from health hazards.”
“ follow fire safety regulations – e.g. by checking you have access to escape routes
at all times”
“Tenants must „take good care of the property . . .“repair or pay for any damage
caused by you, your family or friends”.

Narrow Hallways
Regulations state there must be at least 3 feet of width for people to pass by a bicycle or
other obstacle. This is important in connection with fire safety, as less than 3 feet might
impede someone’s escape route.
If you don’t fulfil your responsibilities, your landlord has the right to take legal action to evict
you.

1

https://www.gov.uk/private-renting/your-landlords-safety-responsibilities
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The above extracts show that you need to take care when parking your bike in shared
spaces, and make sure they fit in with a safe environment for all people living in, or visiting,
the property.

Next steps
There are lots of different solutions to cycle parking issues, which will depend on the space
available, the number of bikes that need storing and the available budget. If you are renting
accommodation, you will need to persuade your landlord that cycle storage is a good idea.
The PDF entitled “Where to Start” outlines the key factors you need to consider when
planning your cycle parking.
We also recommend you read the section entitled “Landlords” as it outlines positive reasons
why landlords should install cycle parking.
Further PDF’s will help you identify where to site cycle parking and finally a range of
solutions are explained to suit different locations and budgets.
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So your tenants want secure cycle parking? You’re not so sure?
Many landlords cite health and safety as reasons not to install cycle parking, but is this really
a good reason or just an excuse? There are a number of benefits that will give landlords a
real advantage if they provide tenants with decent cycle parking, not to mention wider social
and environmental benefits.

Four really good reasons to consider providing cycling parking for tenants (in
Bristol):
1. Get ahead of the competition: making your property bike-friendly puts you ahead of
other landlords.
2. Keep your tenants longer. Tenants may stay longer because there are few properties
which cater for cyclists.
3. Let ‘out of the way’ properties easily: Cyclists will consider renting further away, as
they are not dependent on public transport and don't need distances to be walkable.
4. Residents Parking Zones (RPZs) are coming: Implementation of RPZ's in more areas
of Bristol means tenants on low incomes will be even keener to cycle. Properties
which are not bike-friendly are likely to become harder to let.

There are lots of different ways of providing secure cycle parking for your tenants and it
doesn’t have to be expensive.

Next Steps
The PDF’s entitled “where to start” and “location” outline the key factors you need to consider
when planning your cycle parking. The remaining PDF’s describe the potential parking
solutions.
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Planning your cycle parking
When planning cycle parking consider the following factors:
1. Location: Looking at your property – where is the best place to have cycle parking?
Possible locations include: front garden, back garden, on-street, garage, hallways and a
room(s) inside the home. Once you’ve decided on a location go to the relevant section below
to find our parking solutions.
2. Capacity: How many bikes do you need to be able to store? Think ahead –you may only
need to store one or two bikes at the moment, but would other residents consider buying a
bike if there was secure parking? We suggest you assume one bike per resident when
planning future parking.
3. Grab-factor: we use this expression to mean “how easy and quick it is to bring your bike
into use”. ‘Grab-factor’ is crucial. If it takes 10 minutes to get a bike out, it will rarely be used.
4. Security: Bike parking needs to be secure or it is pointless. See Appendix 2 ‘Securing
Your Bike Against Theft’
5. Shelter: Bikes need to be protected from rain to prevent the bike becoming rusty and
unusable. If you are planning outside cycle parking remember to consider how you will
protect against rain.
6. Health and safety: Bike storage areas need to be safely out of the way, where they can’t
cause trip or safety problems. See Information for Tenants’ section for more information on
Health & Safety issues.

7. Affordable: Any scheme that costs too much simply won’t happen. Consider what you are
prepared to spend on storage – schemes can vary from a few quid to thousands.
8. Planning permission: Any scheme that needs planning permission is going to take much
longer to install and be more expensive. Consider if it really needs to be on a scale where
permission is needed. Usually, a simple bike parking shed does not need planning
permission, however see Appendix 1 for further information about planning permission.
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Cycle parking at home
Choosing where to store your bike will depend on
the space you have available and how accessible
different spaces are.
This section looks at the advantages and
disadvantages of each space. Once you have
agreed on the location, then you can choose a
type of cycle storage to suit.

A. Front garden:
This is a great place to park a bike, as it is so convenient and has real grab-factor.
FRONT GARDENS
Advantages
 Grab-factor – bikes are near to the road, and so quickly parked or retrieved.
 Front gardens are visible to neighbours or passers-by, which can both help the security of the
bike.
Disadvantage
 Would-be thieves can see the potential booty, and can usually reach bikes easily and
quickly.
 Keeping bikes secure can be expensive.

B. Back Garden
If you have direct access to your back garden via an alley way or road this can be an ideal
place to store bikes. If you have to carry your bike through the house to access the garden it
can be a lot more frustrating and reduces the “grab-factor” significantly. In such instances,
however, it may offer you the most secure place to lock a bike.
If you have a rear garden, accessed directly from the front – consider having a secure locked
gate, and giving keys to all tenants, especially those with bicycles. Most gates, however, will
not deter bike thieves, and there will need to be objects to which bikes can be locked.
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BACK GARDENS
Advantages
 If you have access to the back garden from an alley or road, this option is very convenient
and has a high grab-factor.
 Visible to neighbours which can help security
 Installing a lockable gate or door to the entrance to the garden will help protect it.
Disadvantages
 Can lack Grab-factor, if you have to carry your bike through the house to access the garden
 Alleyways or roads can offer easier access to thieves.

C. Inside a house – Hallways / under stairs / living rooms
Too many bikes in hallways/rooms can block
passages and be a cause of frustration to residents.
They can be unsightly in a living space and cause
minor damage to walls and floors. However, bringing
the bikes into the house is cheap, secure and
protects from the elements. There are various
options for “managing the space” such as using wall
hooks to hang bikes out of the way (see PDF ‘HOOKS’). Landlords can complain about dirt and
scuffing to walls and floors but this can be dealt with
cheaply and easily with low cost matting or old carpet
(see PDF – ‘Protecting your home’).

INSIDE the House
Advantages
 It’s relatively easy to carry or wheel a bike to the front door.
 Very low cost solution
 Floors and even walls can be protected from dirt and scuffing for free or at low cost.
 Wall hooks can be installed to get bikes up and out of the way for little expense.
Disadvantages
 Dirt: Bikes can easily drop water, grit and oil onto floors.
 Bikes can block the passage of people to and from the front door.
 Handlebars and pedals can scuff the floor and walls.
 Opportunist thieves can snatch bikes if someone leaves the front door open and
unattended, even for what seems like a short time.
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N.B. Fire regulations is often a spurious excuse used by landlords to discourage cycles; as
long as there is enough room to pass during an emergency, then it should be permissible.
The law requires a three-foot-wide space for people to pass by any obstacle in case of an
emergency evacuation situation (such as the house being on fire) where residents may have
to escape in a hurry.

D

In the garage:

If you are lucky enough to have a garage this can
provide the perfect place to store bikes. It is dry and
easy to access. Security can be an issue in garages
as they can be in unlit areas without overlooking
neighbours, and once a thief is inside, they are very
unlikely to be disturbed and will have plenty of time to
cut through locks etc. If you store your bike in a
garage we would always recommend locking it to a
wall or floor anchor.

GARAGES
Advantages
 Easy to access
 Your bike is protected from the elements
 A garage can provide excellent security depending on its location.
Disadvantages: Garages on back lanes can be susceptible to break-in’s (always lock your bike within the
garage).
 Once a thief has broken into a garage, they may have time to steal more, as they are not
visible to neighbours, passers-by or house occupants.

Improving external security
If keeping high value bikes in a garage or garden shed you might want to consider improving
the security of the doors. This can be expensive, but will give you peace of mind. You could
consider investing in:
 extra strong doors if your budget allows. Weak doors are often easily prised or
bashed open.
 securing bolts offer a cheaper alternative. These are attached to the side or the
bottom of the garage (or shed) door and are locked from outside using a key.

Cost
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This will depend on many factors such as the style of door and whether you have the skills to
fit the doors/Bolts yourself.

Where to buy
DIY store; garage supplier; locksmiths or online.
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SOLUTIONS
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Solutions: Hangers
Bike Hangers are a novel way of storing a bike on the street in a car parking space.
They are cylindrical-like containers (see links) with a locking door, and metal bike hoops
inside to which one can lock a bike.
These on-street lockups have been successfully trialled by Lambeth Borough Council.

If placed on a public highway, they require planning permission. They are ideal for buildings
with many tenants such as housing associations or halls of residence, offering an ideal
solution where there is a large car park where one or two spaces could be reallocated to
bikes. They have also been used effectively by communities, who may pay a fee to have a
space within the hangar.
A Youtube video of Bike Hangar being used can be seen via this link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeBes_012LE
Price range



Grab-factor

  

Security

  

BIKE HANGAR
Advantages





Bike Hangars have a fairly good ‘grab-factor’. They are especially attractive for
people wanting to avoid carrying bikes up steps to their front door, and through
narrow hallways.
Two Bike Hangars fit into a standard car parking space (5.5m long by 2.4 metres
deep).
They are secure – bikes are locked to metal hoops inside.

Disadvantages
 A long period of consultation with residents and the local council may be needed
before the Bike Hangar has planning permission.
 There is only room for 6 bikes
Cost:
Retail at £2,600 plus vat.

Where to buy:
A company called ‘Cyclehoop’ sells ‘bike hangars’.
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Bristol Case Study
Bike Hangers are due to be tested in a street in Windmill Hill soon. The local community
applied to the Council for funding, and will be charging residents a monthly fee of £2.50 for a
space. Once installed, it is hoped it will lead to permission for more hangars across Bristol in
the future.
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Solutions: Bike shelf and holder
They work in similar ways to bike hooks
but are designed to look good in the
home or to make better use of space.
Examples include the bike shelf, which is
both a bike “hook” and a shelf.
Alternatively, vertical tiered hanging units
allow several bikes to be stored stylishly
in the home.
Price range



Grab-factor

  

Security



A bike shelf

BIKE HOLDER/ SHELF
Advantages
 They look good, so if you are storing a bike in your living room this may be a good option for
you
Disadvantages
 They can be extremely expensive compared to similar options for storing bikes, but vary
according to spec.
 Bikes are not locked to them, so if security is a concern these are not suitable options

Cost:
£150 -£2500.

Where to buy:
We found bike shelves and vertical stands of various
designs, from a number of online suppliers e.g.






Tredz
Etsy
Cycle racks
Bike Care
Zyro

Indoor vertical timber rack
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Solutions: cycle stands
A simple hoop-shaped stand can be bought for under £75 and
installed outside or even in a shed or garage. Stands can either
be bolted onto a hard surface or concreted into a hole in the
ground. These stands offer a good level of security, and if used in
covered spaces (such as garages) offer an ideal solution to
parking issues. They offer no protection against weather
however, and if used outside your bike will be prone to rusting.
You will need to secure your bike to the stand with a good quality
D-lock ensuring you put the lock through the frame and a wheel.
If you have quick release wheels on both the front and the back,
then you should consider using more than one lock.
Price

   

Grab-factor

  

Security

 

CYCLE STANDS
Advantages:
 Low cost and secure
 Easy to install
 Grab-factor is high, with bikes being easily accessible
Disadvantages
 Bikes are not protected from the weather unless the stand is in a garage, shed or
shelter

Cost:
£35 – £135

Where to buy:
Support Life Cycle’s charitable projects and buy your stands from us for £65 each:
https://secure.lifecycleuk.org.uk/catalog
A quick google search for cycle stands will reveal many suppliers e.g.
 Bropax
 Bike dock solutions
 ESE Direct
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Solution: Folding bikes
Folding bikes can offer the ideal solution if space is at a
premium and you really don’t have anywhere to store a
bike securely. They can be folded up outside and carried
into the house where they will fit neatly into a cupboard,
under the stairs or inside a room without taking up much
space.

Price range



Grab-factor

  

Security

   

FOLDING BIKES
Advantages:





Easy to bring indoors.
Can be folded small and so have little likelihood of causing obstruction or damage to
walls nor floors.
Can be parked in tiny spaces – e.g. under stairs, under tables, even on the foor of larger
wardrobes.
Often, there is an easy way to carry them up stairs – e.g. resting the saddle on your
shoulder to take the weight.

Disadvantages:
 Good ones can cost a lot of money.
 Students often find them ‘uncool’ and prefer not to use them.
 They are normally slower to cycle than other road bikes.

Cost
There are many different models to suit different budgets – from around £150 upwards to
several thousand. Before buying it is worth carrying out some research to make sure you
buy the model that suits your needs best.

Where to buy
There are many independent bike shops in Bristol and elsewhere, who will be able to
advise you, and help you choose a suitable folding bike.

Solution: Hoist/pulley system

Cycle parking at home
Hoists and pulleys can be used indoors - for
example in a narrow hallway - to lift the bike
above head height and out of the way; or in a
garage or shed where there is limited room.
Price range

 

Grab-factor



Security

 

HOIST / PULLEY SYSTEM
Advantages




If the ceiling is high enough, the bike will be using space which is otherwise an unused
area, and it will not impede anyone’s passage.
The pulley system means that you do not need to be strong to hang your bike up.
Low cost

Disadvantages



Such systems usually take too long to operate, however, and therefore lack the quick
‘grab-factor’.
The can also be precarious – if ropes are not held properly, or pulleys not attached
securely, depending on the product, bikes can fall on the user.

Cost:
From £15 - £35. The costs of installation will vary depending on the location and whether you
have the skills and tools to set it up yourself or will require the help of a professional.

Where to buy:
Try your Local independent bike shop or alternatively, a search online for Bike Lift or bike
pulleys. We found the following sources:
 Bike dock solutions
 Towsure
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Solution: Hooks
Hooks offer a simple way to hang bikes vertically or horizontally. They are inexpensive and
fairly easy to install (with the right tools) and can be used inside the house in a hallway or
living room, or on an outside wall. They come in many different designs from a simple metal
hook to more interesting shapes and sizes - but essentially work in the same way.
If using hooks on an outside wall you will still need consider security and shelter.

Ceiling hooks
Top tips:





Attach hooks high enough on the wall so at least the handlebars are higher than head
height – i.e. usually at 6ft up or higher.
Use fold-away pedals to avoid catching a passer-by;
Consider hanging the bike vertically by the front wheel on a swivelling hook;
If lifting the bike is a problem – use a lightweight bike or pulley system (See PDF
‘Hoists’)

Price

   

Grab-factor

  

Security



HOOKS
Advantages
 Hanging your bike on a hook can look neater and can get it out the way.
 Can free up valuable floor space.
Disadvantage:
 You have to be strong/tall to hang a bike; some people may find this difficult.
 Hooks don’t secure the bike, so depending on where it is located you may still need to
lock it to something strong and fixed.
 Grab-factor can be greatly reduced if using where additional locks or covers are needed.

Cycle parking at home

Cost:
From £5 - £30.

Where to buy:
Simple hooks can be brought from a wide range of cycle suppliers including local
independent bike shops or DIY stores. Alternatively, you can find them online easily by
searching for cycle storage solutions e.g:






Raleigh
Cyclehoop
Evans
Wiggle
Halfords
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Solution: Protecting your bike and home
Protection against rain
It is important to protect your bike against the weather. Some of the solutions described
such as cycle stands and outside wall hooks and anchors will leave your bike exposed. A
simple bike cover will help protect your bike against the worst of the elements. Bike covers
can literally be a tarpaulin draped over your bike. Alternatively a range of purpose made
covers can be found from fitted lightweight covers to tent like structures just for your bike.

Cost:
From £5 - £60

Where to buy:
Bike covers can be home made using a tarpaulin or waterproof sheeting, or can be
purchased ready made from independent bike shops and online suppliers e.g
 Wiggle/raincovers
 Chain reaction cycles.com/bikecave
 Halfords/bikecover

Protecting your house against your bike
When storing bikes inside on hooks, pulleys or other secure systems, you will want to protect
walls and floors from dirt, scuffing and damage. This can be done easily using various
materials from purpose made plastic mats to
off-cuts of carpet and old yoga or camping
mats. Covering the handlebar end with an old
woollen hat, and the pedal(s) with an old
glove, can also reduce the damage those
protrusions can inflict.

Helpful tip: Oil your bike at the beginning of a
journey outside– not at home, where it may
drip oil on surfaces which can be spoiled.

Cost:
Zero - £35 depending on your requirements.

Where to buy:
DIY Stores; camping shops, online
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Solution: sheds and lockers
Sheds and lockers allow you to lock your bike outside in a dry environment. Most sheds and
lockers tend not to have “grab-factor” if multiple bikes are being stored, as bikes can be piled
onto of each other inside – so if the bike you want is on the bottom you have to remove all
the other bikes first! We found that people whose bikes are stored in this way are much less
likely to use them. Sheds are not 100%
secure, so it is still advisable to lock
your bike inside to something secure to
protect against theft.
Price range

 

Grab-factor



Security

  

SHEDS AND LOCKERS
Advantages




Bikes can be kept outside the house, thus freeing up space indoors.
They are fairly secure against theft.
They come in different sizes and can be suitable for a single bike or several bikes.

Disadvantages:
 If you are storing many bikes in a locker/shed only the top bike is easy to grab-and-go.
Otherwise, bikes have to be removed to reach the one to be used.
 They can obscure the view from a front room. To avoid this, some people sink the lockers
a foot or more down into the front garden.
 Many may be considered by neighbours to be unattractive in the front garden.

Cost:
Around £500.
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Where to buy:
There are many sources of sheds and lockers from your local DIY shop to online suppliers.
A quick Google search will for bike lockers/ bike sheds will reveal many suppliers e.g:







BikeDock Solutions
All Park
Mycrime prevention
Cycleracks
Cycle pods
Locker pods
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Solution: shelters
Shelters provide partial cover, with one, two, or three sides with a roof, protecting your bike
from the worst of the weather whilst allowing it to be stored outside securely. Shelters come
in a wide range of shapes and sizes to fit almost any situation, and can be ideal in multioccupancy buildings where communal bike
parking is needed. They can be ideal for a
family with four or five bikes to store.
Shelters can be purchased “pre-fabricated”,
and cost several thousand pounds, or you can
design and build your own simple shelter for as
little as £100 if you have the time and skills –
especially if you use ‘discarded’, ‘waste’, or
‘recycled’ materials.
All shelters need to include a mechanism for
securing the bike inside such as a “Sheffield”
stand or a wall or floor anchor. This enables you to secure your bike within the structure.

Ideas for constructing a unique shelter








Shelters can be designed to fit the space, and made completely unique.
They can be made low, even sunk into the ground, to allow light over the top of them
and into the house. Alternatively they can be made with high tops, so light can still
penetrate under the canopy.
They can be put up next to an existing wall for extra protection against rain.
One landlord put pebbles as a base to the shelter, which provided good drainage.
Aluminium, plastic or tin sheeted, corrugated roofs are cheap and common roof
choices.
Grow plants up the side and over the roof, blending the shelter into your garden.

Price

 

Grab-factor

  

Security

  

DIY solutions
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SHELTERS
Advantages:
 Shelters can protect bikes from the worst of the rain and sun.
 Users can lock or unlock bikes ‘in the dry’ if the roof is wide enough.
 Constructions can include trellis work, which allows plants to grow on the structure,
making it an attractive addition to the garden
 It is often feasible to find re-usable/recyclable materials at little or no cost – and to
construct the shelter yourself or with friends/neighbours.
Disadvantages:
 If built at the wrong height, they can obstruct views from front room windows.
 Thieves usually have easy access, so it is important to lock bikes well.
 They can be expensive if constructed with quality materials or purchased “off the peg”.

Cost:
From £100 - £3000+ depending on size and spec.
The cost of buying a shelter off-the-shelf depends on how many bikes you want to install.
Good DIY solutions have been made for as little as £100, although they require a fair amount
of work to complete, and the materials may only last between three and five years.

Where to buy:
There are many companies selling bike shelters as a quick
Google search will reveal e.g.
 Cycle hoop
 Bike dock solutions
 Cycle racks.co.uk
Alternatively try a local independent designer or carpenter.
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Solution: Wall and Floor Anchors
Deep-drilled wall or floor anchors provide a
low cost method for securing your bike.
They are made of strong material and can
be bolted or concreted into the wall or floor
if it is made of suitable material e.g.
concrete/brick. Each anchor is suitable for
only one bike, but they are great in a tight
space, both inside and outside the house,
and provide a good level of security.
Anchors are excellent for providing
additional security when leaving a bike in a
garage or shed or inside of a multioccupancy building, although you need to ensure there is enough room for people to pass by
safely, and get permission from your landlord to install one.

WALL AND FLOOR ANCHORS
Advantage
 Cheap and simple to attach.
 Can be used in combination with shelters/ sheds/ garages etc. to secure bikes.
Disadvantage
 Because they are close to the wall, they only allow the owner to lock a small part of
the cycle – the handlebars and pedals keep the bike away from the anchor, and thus
with just one D-Lock it is often not possible to lock wheel and frame in one go.
 Can only be bolted into solid surfaces such as concrete or brick.

Price

   

Grab-factor

  

Security

 

Cost:
£10 - £100

Where to buy:
Anchors can be brought from independent bike shops and motorcycle retailers, as well as
online.

Cycle parking at home
A quick Google search of “wall and floor anchors, bike” will reveal many different types of
anchor online e.g.
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ABUS
Evans
Oxford
Cyclehoop
Halfords
Bike Care
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Appendix 1
Planning
regulations

Cycle Parking at home – a guide
The information on this page can be found in full using this link:
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/permission/commonprojects/outbuildings/

In summary, rules governing outbuildings apply to
sheds, greenhouses and garages and many other
kinds of structure for a purpose incidental to the
enjoyment of the dwellinghouse.
If you want to put up small detached buildings such
as a garden shed or summerhouse in your garden,
building regulations will not normally apply if the floor
area of the building is less than 15 square metres
and contains NO sleeping accommodation.
If the floor area of the building is between 15 square
metres and 30 square metres, you will not normally be required to apply for building
regulations approval providing that the building contains NO sleeping accommodation and is
either at least one metre from any boundary or it is constructed of substantially noncombustible materials.
Permission is not normally required if the building is a maximum height of 2.5 metres within
two metres of a boundary of the curtilage of the dwelling house.

Checking the regulations
We would always recommend that you contact the local authority to find out if you need
permission for the structure you propose in advance of undertaking any building works.
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Appendix 2
Reducing the risk

Cycle Parking at home – a guide
THEFT – REDUCING THE RISK:
 Lock your bike with a good quality D-lock. This will cost £25 -£40. D-Locks
are preferable to cables, and as a general rule the more you pay the better the
lock. If you have quick release wheels you should lock each wheel. When
locking your bike make sure you put the lock through the frame and one of the
wheels and lock it to an immovable object.
 Take a photo of your bike and a photo of the unique identification number,
usually found at the bottom of the bike frame under the bottom bracket; if you turn
the bike upside down, you should be able to see it. If you bike is ever lost or
stolen, it can more easily reunited with you via that number.
 Theft – Register your bike, in case it is stolen: using the unique Identification
number as described above register your bike online. The police use this register
to reunite stolen bikes. https://www.bikeregister.com/signup
 Insert an identification chip inside.
Immobitag is an electronic chip that is embedded into the bike frame and is
almost impossible to remove. The unique ImmobiTag ID is then registered on
Immobilise together with any frame numbers and warning tag serial numbers to
be found on your bicycle. These can be purchased from:
https://www.immobilise.com/view.php?stage=product&category=1&product=2
 Consider decorating or painting the frame and other parts in a unique style, so
it is conspicuous if being cycled away or sold quickly by a thief.
 A determined, skilled and experienced thief can break through almost any lock if
they have the time, and are undisturbed for long enough, so consider using an
old, cheap, and tatty-looking bike when it will be left up in public places, or
easily visible.

